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As shown in the 1 i terature [ 1] , the specular polarized 

neutron reflection may be used as a direct method of measuring 

the absolute value of the magnet~cfield penetration depth of ·a 

superconductor (s.p.d.). 'However,' the's.p.d. as determined 'by 

measuring the direct current in ·Josephson juncti'ons in a weak 

magnetic field [2] has given a value iri niobium'films (91'nm;· 

T=4. 6K) which · is well· over than that obtained by polarized 

neutron reflection [1] (43. nm, T=4.6K): The present experiment'" 

was started to throw light on causes of this difference. 

We carried out experiments on·two niobium films of~variou~ 

thickness and roughness prepared with , the same · sputtering 

technique The experiments have been conducted on the 

spectrometer of polarized neutrons (SPN)' in• a· reflectometry, 

mode [ 3] at the; IBR-2 reactor. . Two ' measurements have been 

carried out sequential fy .. At 'r'oom temperature the specular ' · 

reflection spectra were measured to obtain neutron-optical 

parameters'(thickness, roughness) of films. ·Then we carried out 

the measurements once more at T=4.9 Kin the field of 500 Oe. 

Be;fore the measurements were performed, the·reflectometer·was· 

turned to the graz.ing angle 8=4.0 mrad with t:.e/B=0.025. For 

data handling we used' the new method of calculation of the 

reflection factor described in [ 4]. The method consists' of 

replacing the continuous one-di~en~ional neutron~opticai 

potential of the fflm with the discrete series of Fermi quasi

-potentials to ·model· the reflection of plane waves from 

inhomogeneous media. Unlike the traditional approach [1] , we 

took roughness into by introducing in the · calculation of the 
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reflectivity increasing amplitudes of Fermi potentials. These 

were distributed according to the Gaussian error curvewith 

dispersion equal to the roughness parameter (u) square. 

Actual 1 y the results of the two techniques are in exce 11 ent 

agreement for pure nuclear potentials. The two methods to 

evaluate roughness become different only when both nuclear and 

magnetic potentials are present [4]. 

In view of the geometric arrangement of , the sputtering 
. . . 

apparatus_, the "thin" film of 28mmx50mm (sputtered on a sili_con 

plate) ,had a. graded ,thickness. with an average value of 

255(+/-,-15) nm,- u=0.5 nm. The "thick" film - 700 nm in,thickness 

- was obtained by _.slanted ~puttering on ~the ceramic .substrate 

( 95% Al2OJ), _ u=B .. nm. The, cri ticaL temperature for both films 

was 8. 95K. Since a decrease of the critical ,temperature of 

niobium films is expecte_d at_ a film thickness ·1ower than 200 nm 

the samples seemed sati_sfactory. This was·.confirmed by the 

analysis, of_ the compo_sition of initial !'laterial for niobium 

sputtering, and_ the films themselves, using. the neut,ron 

activation analysis. The. analysis does not reveal noticeable - . ' .. - . ' . \ . . . 
amounts,<>fimpurities in the films. 

To. an.alyse the_ e~perimental dc1.ta ,_we used the diamagnetic 

profile,_()~ a super~onductir:ig ,film accordillg_ to_ London's local 

electroclynamics of ~uperconductors._:: An extra ingredient of the 

mode1:_ }"las .the assumption of the existence of some "dead" layer 

in riiobi,um close t<> a substrate, which at T=4. 9 K does not. pass 

to a,supert:onducting state. 

_The figure shows the relation of reflection factors of 

neutrons with opposite polarization (flipping ratio) depending 

pn a normal compon~nt of a neutron wave length. _If the model 
. . 

does not consider the "_dead" layer <>n the boundary with a 

sublayer, the experimental spectra are described by theoretical 
• • 1 . ~ 

curves (see fig.)· at_ the value of s.p.d. equal to 145(+/-15) nm 

for_ a •~thin" film, and 90 ( +/-10) nm for a "thick" one, 

respectively. The· value of a s.p.d. equal to 43, nm [1] 

describes our data adequately only for a "thin" film in a model 

with a "dead" layer 100 nm in thickness. 
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Figure. Experimental values of the flipping ratio: crosses are 
for the film 255 nm in thickness; squares are for the film 700 
nm in thickness., Lines correspond. to theoretical calculations 
considering the' corrections for polarization and resolution of 
the reflectometer. Dash~d 1 ines are for the s. p._ d. :of 50_, nm. 

The analysis-· of systematic factors leading to a possible 

shift of s. p."d. 'has shown .that the obtain~d values at· T=4. 9 K 

of 145 nm and 90 nm are the low values of s.p.d. for'- tiie,thin 

films investigated... We believe that. the· hypothesis · of a 

"dead" layer 100 nm inthickness, bringing the value of s.p.d. 

to that of 43 nm (T=4.9 K) is not well based for two reasons. 

Firstly, the analysis of the depth composition of a film by 

backward scattering of accelerated ions of ht:;lium with an 

energy from 3.0 Mev to 3.2 Mev has shown that there is neither 

oxygen nor other impurities across the whole width of the thin 

film. Secondly, the fi·lms 100 nm in thickness at T=4. 9 K are 

superconducting. 
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Conclusions. 

We conclude that our' measurement of s.p.d. by neutron 

reflectometry method on the niobium polycrystalline films gave 

the s.p.d. that is different. from the s.p.d. in bulk niobium. 

At T=4.9K the s.p.d. for the "thin" film and that for the 

"thick" film are 145 nm and 90 nm, respectively. 

The studies of the film contents by n~utron activation 

analysis and, backward scatteri'ng of He ions did· not confirm 

hypothesis of the existenc~ ·of "dead" layer in the "thin": film, 

which was introduced to explain the experimental data with 

s.p:d. of bulk niobium. 

. A~thors . wish ·to thank Dr. V .. Nazarov for the activation 

analysis of samples. Thanks are due to Dr. A.Kobzev and Dr . 

D.Shir.okov for.backward scattering spectrometery. 
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lfepneHKO n.n, 11 Ap. 
l•'hrv,epeHHe rnyl'if1Ht>I flPOHHKHQBet-111F1 MarHf1TH_oro nonA 
a H110611eat>Je non1i1Kp1i1crannw1ecKi-1e mieHKl1 MeTOAOl\1 
orpa>1<et-tf1fl nonAPl1J0B~HHbrx He:irpoHOB 
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np1-1BQflATCf! . aen11'JHHbl rny611H. npOHl1Kt-JOBeH~A MarHHTHPrP nonf! B 
caepx11poaoAHf1K (r.n.), HJ!Vfepef1H,b1e AnA ''roHKoH'' (?55 HM) n 1'-ro11cron'1 

(700 Hlv!l tH1061-1eab!X nneH0K: non,y'lefjt-fble B Hawnx 31<c11ep1-1MeHrax np1-1 
T = 4,9 K aen!'i'll1Hbl r,n. paaHbl l4f,> (+/-15) filv! AJJFI ''roHr<oW1 nne111<11 !1 
90 {+/-:--10) HM Anf! ,,roncroif' rineHKl1• 3rp cyi-«ecr13e,-mo orm1'l~ercf! or 

. npnv'jet·fHOrD A.nA fy1aCCHBH9rp Hl109Hf! (4~ HM npn T = 4-6 K, cry,. O.P.felcher 
et aJ., Phys.Rev.Lett., 52, 153!:J (1984))r :31<cf11?Pf1l'MHT!>! E!b!flOnl-feHbl Ha cne1<-

, . ; ' . , I . - • 

rpoMerpe llOllAPH~OBaHH!>IX Henrpcmoa. cnH Ha pea1<rope !-16P·2 a AY6He .. ~ 

Paoonr SblnonHeHa B na6op,!TOpf-111 Hfil11TpOHHOl1 J:Pf13!1f<l1 01-'!m,1, 

JlpeµplfJJr' Ol:51,emm!!fJHOfO fflfC'fttTYT!l flAepHbIX HCCJJM0!3llff~»· ny6Ha l99.1 

Chernen~Q L,P, 1,1H!- !::~:91::330 
!Vle<1sur1Jmefl! of Ma,!lmnic F ielcf Penetratiqn pepth . 
i11 NipJ:>ium Polycrystalline Films by Polarii!ed ~e~t~on Reflection Methoc! 

Th!! values of the sµperconducting penetration depth (s.p.d.) rne<1~urei:J 
on "thin" (255 nrn) and "thick" (?(JO 11ml niobium .films are presen,ted. The 
obtained value~ of s.p.d, in our experiments at _T=4.9 Kare 145(t/-15) nm 
for a ''thin'' film, 11rn:i 90(t/-1Pl nm for a ''th.ick'1 film, It is essenticllly c!iffe
r~nt -from thc1t ant:! for J:>ulk niobium (43 nm at T = 4.6 K .ilfter G.P.f!!lcher 
et ~J., Phys.Rey.Lett., 52, 1539 (19134)). Tfle experiment has peen car~jed 
qut on the polarizer:i ne1-mon spectr·orneter SPN aqhe 113R-2 rea_ctor in Pu~ma. 

ll)e · investigation has been performed· at th~ · Laboratory of Ner.mon 
Physics, JINA . 
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